<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Outcome</th>
<th>Assessment Methods</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1       | Students demonstrate their ability to effectively communicate in REAL 410 (capstone for the Real Estate minor/concentration) by the way they answer two final exam questions that will be assessed. | Final project evaluated with rubric  
Final exam question evaluated with rubric |
| 2       | Students demonstrate their quantitative fluency in REAL 410 (capstone for the Real Estate minor/concentration) on two final exam questions that will be assessed. | Final project evaluated with rubric  
Final exam question evaluated with rubric |
| 3       | Students in REAL 410 will demonstrate their ability to synthesize their legal and financial knowledge as it relates to real estate finance decisions. Two final exam questions will be used to assess this learning outcome. | Final project evaluated with rubric  
Final exam question evaluated with rubric |

*Preliminary Outcomes*